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Introduction
When a sweet 18 or 19 year old slut wants to seem more mature for her much older boyfriend, what
better way is there for her to make a great impression than for her to spread her legs wide open to let
him cum inside! Teens First Cream explores the internal cumshot niche in a new way by having thirty
year old men creampie the tight pussy of a teenage starlet! The results are as exciting as they are sticky!

Adult Review
Hopefully all of the sluts at Teens First Cream are on the pill, since they're much too young to start raising a future porn star. 
In fact, their slits are pumped with so much cum in these sexy scenes that hopefully they have some extra doses on hand just
to be on the safe side of things.
  
  There are 14 exclusive creampie scenes at Teens First Cream, and every single one of them is available in up to 1280 x 720
HD!  Most of the videos run about 30 minutes long, and downloads and streams are both available. Watching your favorite
teen porn star getting pumped full of semen over and over again is definitely encouraged, since no DRM is involved.  The site
is steadily growing with updates being added consistently every other week.
  
  The most recent update features an up and cumming porn whore named Megan Murray.  Her pale white skin and dark black
pigtails really excite the lucky guy who mercilessly impales her hairless pink snatch in several acrobatic positions.  She sucks
on his cock a really long time, and you think he's going to unload into her open mouth -- but no, he holds out to fuck her
pussy one last time and deposit a huge load of white gooey semen that pours out of her fresh teenage cunt!
  
  You're also going to love the picture galleries that are included with every Teens First Cream episode, since all of the photos
are displayed in awesome 1280 x 851 resolution.  You'll get to scroll through hundreds of these pics that start off with some
sexy softcore tease before moving towards full blown hardcore closeups of creampied cunts that are so full of splooge that the
extra man juice is seeping out.
  
  Full monthly access to Teens First Cream also gets you a full pass into a bunch of other sites that make up the Cream Pimps
network.  Check out the full site listing that's right next to this review to see all of the sexy action you won't want to miss.  All
scenes in this network are also shot in HD, so the quality is top notch across the board.
  
  And if you're still not convinced to give Teens First Cream a shot, then you can sign up for a limited trial membership
absolutely free!  With your limited membership, you'll be able to see the entire layout of the full uncensored members area,
but you won't be able to access all of the content.  For that, you'll have to upgrade to a full paid plan, but if you've gotten this
far you'll definitely take that final step since the creampie cornucopia that this site presents will make you extremely thankful!
  

Porn Summary
If whores are old enough to spread their cunts for a long thick dick then they can't complain when their love canals are
flooded with a shot of sticky sperm.  Teens First Cream features sexy young cunts getting creampied for their pleasure and
yours in HD!
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